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Abstract
I used Mathematica, a computer algebra system, to write a program that models
the response of a multistory building structure to seismic ground motion. The model uses
a sinusoidal wave as the excitation, and includes viscous damping as an energy loss
mechanism. The Mathematica program uses a numerical differential equation solver to
generate the response, and presents a visual animation of the building’s vibration.
With the results generated from such a model, one can begin to predict the
sustainability of multistory buildings to various types of ground motions. This enables
the proper design of buildings so that when earthquakes do strike, lives can be saved and
damage can be minimized.
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Introduction
In the early morning of August 17,
1999, a 7.4 magnitude earthquake on a
segment of the North Anatolian fault struck a
heavily populated industrial and resort region
of Turkey, 80 kilometers east of Istanbul.
Large portions of the area effected by the
earthquake were devastated. Tens of thousands of buildings collapsed and over 15,000
people were confirmed dead. For the people of Turkey, this earthquake was truly a
tragedy of epic proportions; the more so since the severe structural damage was at least
partially attributable to poor and avoidable earthquake engineering and construction
practices. (WJE Earthquake Engineering Update, Sept 1999)
In this post-industrial age, we not only have the resources, but the technical
knowledge as well, to prevent these tragedies from ever occurring. It is through the
efforts of structural and earthquake engineering that many great strides have been taken
to improve the resilience of our buildings, but we are still in the early stages of its
development. The need for this type of study is evident with every life Mother Nature
takes when she unleashes this tremendous force, as the people of Turkey have so harshly
been shown.
By developing methods to predict a building’s reaction to an earthquake, we can
begin to create ways for the building to resist these seismic forces with minimal damages.
However, this has proven to be a difficult task. For the purpose of this study, I begin by
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considering a simple model that illustrates the displacements of the various floors of a
building when subjected to a seismic load. With a model such as this, we can then begin
to make assumptions about the building and refine the model in an attempt to construct a
life-like recreation of the building’s reactions. With the information that such a model
provides, we can then begin to implement experimental ideas designed to increase the
building’s resilience to earthquakes and test these ideas without ever constructing a
building.

Model Description
I base my model on the applications of Newton’s second equation (F = ma) and
Hooke’s law (F = kx). However, it is often not apparent as to how and where these
concepts can be applied, especially on a multistory building. For this reason, it is helpful
to take a simple schematic look at a multistory building (Figure 1), and identify its
influential mathematical components.

Figure 1: Schematic view of a multistory building

As shown above, the main components needed to analyze the building are the
masses of each floor, m, and the stiffness of the columns, k. However, attaining a value
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for these parameters is often very difficult. For this reason, we must make certain
assumptions about the masses and column stiffnesses for each floor. By assuming that
the mass of the building is centralized in the individual floors of the building, we can
overlook many aspects of the model that would create great complexities. We also
assume that the columns act like springs and thus the stiffness of the columns acts like the
spring constant present in Hooke’s law. It is also assumed that the mass of the columns is
accounted for in the mass of the floors. Figure 2 illustrates these assumptions and how
they apply to the model of the building.

So now that we have identified which components of the building we will be
using in our model, we need to know how they will act upon and affect the motion of the
building. To begin to analyze these effects, we can look at a similar illustration as that
shown in Figure 1. Only this time we will displace each floor over a distance x,- from the
neutral axis and then take the building apart (Figure 3). The neutral axis is that axis made
by the ground and the left edge of the building when the building is at rest.
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As is illustrated above, each floor is displaced a distance x from the neutral axis.
It is important to note, however, that each floor is displaced by a different amount such
that we will represent the displacement of the ith floor with x,-. This displacement can then
be included in a relationship between forces and displacements.
Newton’s second law states that the resultant force on an object is equal to its
mass times the acceleration it experiences. If we apply this to each floor, we can begin to
tally up the forces to calculate the resultant. The masses of each floor are known, and the
acceleration can be calculated by taking the second time derivative of the displacements,
which are again specific to each floor. We must try to sort through the forces that act on
a floor to determine the resultant force. The first force that we take into consideration is
the force exerted on the floors by the columns. This force is accounted for by using
Hooke’s law, which states that the force of a spring, or the columns in this model, is
equal to a constant multiplied by the stretch. To further illustrate this concept, we must
look at a specific portion of Figure 3 and consider just one level of columns (Figure 4).
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F,=*,A

Figure 4: Modeling the elastic spring force in the columns

As seen in Figure 4, the force of the floor above as well as that from the floor
below acts on the columns. These forces are opposite in direction and equal in magnitude.
To quantify these forces, we look at how they affect the columns. As stated before, we
assumed the columns behave like springs and thus can be modeled by Hooke’s law.
However, it is also important to note that the way in which we assume the columns
stretch is not the conventional thought of the spring stretch along its longitudinal axis.
Rather we will use the relative displacement of the column to represent the stretch. The
relative displacement refers to the distance the top of the column has displaced relative to
the bottom of the column. This force, as implied by Hooke’s Law, is then equal to
kiSi where A; (relative displacement or stretch) is equal to the displacement of the top
floor minus the displacement of the bottom floor (x- x,).
The next force to consider, is the one that causes the most problems from a

0

modeling standpoint. This is the force of damping, which is the force responsible for the
building eventually returning to rest at its equilibrium state after it has been disturbed. It
is difficult to model, because energy is lost through a great number of mechanisms, and
trying to lump this dissipation of energy into one parameter leaves a lot of room for error.
For simplicity, we will include viscous damping, which uses a damping coefficient, c, to
calculate the damping force as a multiple of the floor’s relative velocity. The one thing to
keep in mind is that damping forces always act in a direction opposite the motion. If we
look at a free body diagram of an individual floor (Figure 5) we are able to organize our
forces and possibly formulate an equation for modeling their action on each floor.
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F = k^A,^
i+i^i+i +' c,..A
H+i^i+i

Figure 5: Free body diagram of floor

With the use of this free body diagram, we can now formulate the equation of
motion that relates all these forces and the displacements. We start by combining
Newton’s second law and Hooke’s law while considering the effects of damping to create
the following equation. (LF = ma and

Fx=kx

and

F2 = cA /. ma = kx + cA)

zw,.u,. = kMkM -ki^i +cMkM-ciAi

(1)

Now we can express this equation in terms of the unknown displacement by
replacing the terms a,-, A, and A with their equivalents in the x, A such that x,- ’s become
our only unknowns. This will then allow us to solve for these equations in terms of the
x, ’s using the floor masses and the column stiffnesses. So the transformed equations look
like this:
"b */ = kM (XM

~

~

~ Xi-1 ) +

(x,+1 - x,.) - c, (x,. - x,._,)

(2)

This equation works for the intermediate floors of the multistory building, but
must be slightly modified for the top and bottom floors of the building since they have no
z +1 or z — 1 term, respectively. Therefore, the following equations were used for the top
floor and bottom floors, respectively, and g(t) represents the ground motion.
(3)

mxxx = -kx(xj -g(Z)) -c,(x, -g(Z)) + k2(x2 -xx) + c2(x2 -x,)
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(4)

Computer Model
We can now use the equations in a computer-based model. For this particular
model, I used a Mathematica program (Appendix) to create a computer-generated
demonstration of a multistory building’s reaction to an earthquake. The computer
program takes as input a list of values for the column stiffnesses, damping coefficients
•

and masses for each floor. I used a sinusoidal wave to model the excitation (g(t)) due to
an earthquake that begins at time zero and runs for a specified time. This excitation then
appears in the equation modeling the first floor, equation 4, which causes it to react thus
causing all the other floors to react as well. The equations and initial conditions are then
entered into a numerical differential equation solver that solves for the displacements
caused by the ground motion. Once Mathematica has calculated the displacements for
the various floors with respect to time, a series of plots can be generated to illustrate the
building’s time varying response. In these plots, the floors are represented by dots and
the columns are not shown (Figure 6). The quantities of the plots are devised to be
dimensionless. After the plots are generated, they can be animated to illustrate the
building’s motion. It is also important to note that the dot that appears on the x-axis
represents the ground motion and not the first floor, and the x-axis scale is much less than
that of the y-axis.
Height
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o
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-1.5
-1
-0.5
0.5
1
1.5

Figure 6: Mathematica Representation of Building
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Once the displacements are calculated, we can then use Mathematica to plot the
motion of any particular floor. This gives us yet another visualization of the building’s
motion, but more importantly, it also allows us to plot a floor’s velocity and acceleration
as functions of time.
I also used Mathematica to calculate the relative displacements, or relative drift,
in the columns by calculating displacement of each floor. These relative displacements
were then plotted versus time and then evaluated to determine the physical damage to the
building. The evaluation consisted of an examination of the magnitude of the relative
displacement and determining if any of these are large enough to create minimal,
moderate or severe damage to the column (Figure 7). The values that we used to
determine the severity of the damage were arbitrarily chosen and all quantities are
dimensionless.
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Analysis
Example 1: A Three-Story Building without Damping
To begin the analysis, we first look at a simple version of the model that doesn’t
include damping and uses a constant floor mass equal to one and a constant column
stiffness equal to one as well. By doing this, we can keep the program simple and allow
for easier trouble shooting along the way. We then have the following parameters
Mass of all floors (zm,) = 1
Column stiffness of all floors (£,) - 1
Damping Coefficient of all floors (c,) = 0

Ground Motion

—sin(z)...... 0 < t < 6zr
2
0................. t > 6n

When these parameters are entered into my computer program and the
displacement of each floor is determined, the program then outputs a series of graphs that
illustrate the response of the building. Once the series of graphs have been generated,
they can be combined and shown in animation. For the purpose of this report, since the
animation cannot be shown, I will just show a few of these graphs to demonstrate the
motion (Figure 7). In the following figure, the graphs are arranged in chronological order
•

with an interval of three time steps of 0.5 seconds between them.

-1.5-1-0.5

0.5 1 1.5

25
10'
5
-1.5-1-0.5

-1.5-1-0.5

0.5 1 1.5

Figure 7: Motion of Building: again all quantities are dimensionless
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While it is nice to have a visualization of the building’s motion, this motion by
itself does not offer enough information to draw any conclusions about the stability of the
building. For this reason, we look at a more in-depth and informative aspect of the
analysis of the building’s motions. To accomplish this task, we look at an individual
floor’s displacement, velocity, and acceleration with respect to time. These results for the
top floor of the building described above are represented in the following graphs (Figures
8-10).
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Another way to gain insight into the performance of the building is to look at the
relative displacement or the drift for the columns in each floor. The drift refers to the
relative displacement of the top of the columns with respect to the bottom of the columns,
and is also referred to as the relative lateral displacement. By analyzing this aspect of the
building’s response, we can gain a better understanding of the amount of damage the
columns will sustain when the building is subjected to the seismic ground motion. This
in turn allows us to determine the permanent damage sustained by our model structure.
Permanent damage would then require some sort of repair to take place such as replacing
a column. The analysis is performed by plotting the relative drift of a floor’s columns
with respect to time and evaluating that drift against a predetermined set of damage
threshold values. These values define the amount of damage caused by a certain
magnitude of displacement. We arbitrarily chose these values at ± 0.5, ± 0.75, and ±1.0 to
represent minimal damage, moderate damage, and failure, respectively. The results the
example considered above are shown in Figures 11-13.
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Figure 12: Relative drift of column as a function of time.
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Example 2; A Three-Story Building with Damping
In order to make our mathematical model more realistic, we need to account for
the damping forces acting on the building. Damping causes the motion of the building to
diminish over time after the earthquake stops. There are many mechanisms within a
structure that determine its damping characteristics; however, we chose to use viscous
damping to account for this phenomenon in our model. Through viscous damping, the
natural energy dissipation of the structure is assumed to be proportional to the velocity of
motion. The proportionality constant, c, is typically referred to as the damping
coefficient.
In my first model, I assumed this proportionality constant, or damping coefficient,
to be zero. In my second model, I will assign a nonzero value to this parameter while
leaving the other assumptions the same. This will allow us to see the effect damping has
on the response of the building. My model now assumes a constant floor mass, constant
column stiffness both equal to one, and a damping coefficient, which I chose to be 0.3.
The damping coefficient was chosen arbitrarily so as to give us a close approximation of
what we expected. So the parameters used in my second model are as follows.
Mass of all floors (zn,) = 1
Column stiffness of all floors (£,) = 1
•

Damping Coefficient of all floors (c/) = 0.3
—sin(z)...... 0 < t < bn

Ground Motion g(z) = - 2
0..............

t > 67T

Again we enter these parameters into the Mathematica model and anew set of
graphs. I then use these graphs to analyze the effect damping has on the response. The
next page consists of a series of graphs that represent the building’s motion (Figure 14).
The first nine plots are arranged chronologically with a time interval of 3 time steps.
After the ninth plot, they jump ahead to the point when the earthquake stops at 6n.
Again the time interval is 3 time steps.
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The following graphs are the position, velocity, and acceleration versus time functions for
the top floor of the multistory building (Figures 15-17). Notice the differences between
these graphs and the ones for the undamped motion of the building.
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Figure 16: Velocity versus time for 3rd Floor.
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Next we will look at the graphs for the relative drift of each floor in an attempt to
see the effects damping had on the sustainability of the columns (Figures 18-20).

Failure
Major Damage
Minor Damage

Figure 18: Relative drift versus time for 1st column of damped building
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Figure 19: Relative drift versus time for 2nd column of damped building
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Figure 20: Relative drift versus time for 3rd column of damped building
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Example 3: A Three-Story Building with Damping and Higher Excitation
Frequency
In my final example, we look at the effects of a seismic load that was of the same
magnitude but moving at a higher frequency. For the previous two examples, we used a
simple sine wave with a frequency of 1 rad/sec. In this model, however, we change the
excitation to give it a frequency of 4 rad/sec, leaving all other parameters the same. The
parameters that were used then are as follows.
Mass of all floors (zn,) = 1
Column stiffness of all floors (£,) = 1
Damping Coefficient of all floors (<?/) = 0.3
Ground Motion g(t) = •

—sin(4t)

..0 < t < 6ji
7 > (>K

Again you will see a series of graphs illustrating the motion of the building. In
this series the time interval between plots is about 1 time step until after the fifth plot
where the time jumps to the end of the ground motion and resumes its 1 time step interval
again.

Figure 21: Illustration of the motion of the building
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The position, velocity, and acceleration graphs for this particular example are
illustrated in Figures 22-24. They are for the 3rd floor of the building.
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a

3 floor

Figure 24: Acceleration versus time graph for 3rd floor of the building

Finally we will look at the relative drift plots of the columns for the various floors
to see how they hold up when subjected to this higher frequency motion.
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Figure 25: Relative Drift of the Columns of the first floor
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Results and Conclusions
Undamped Response
Through the analysis of the first model, we see the effects the ground motion has
on a building without damping. In this case, we expect the vibrations of the building to
continue undiminished for all time, even after the earthquake stops. This is confirmed by
the output visualization that my Mathematica program generated.
During the motion, it appears as though the first floor and the top floor are almost
always heading in opposite directions after the earthquake is stopped with the middle
floor seemingly moving with on or the other of them at various times throughout the
motion. Another important is that after the ground motion stops, the motion and
displacements of the floors continues undiminished, as we expected (See Figures 11-13).
This is due to the fact that no damping is accounted for and after the initial input of
energy from the ground motion, there is no way for any more energy to be added or
removed from the system. Therefore, the building’s motion never stops.
If we look at the position, velocity, and acceleration graphs (Figures 8-10), at first
we do not seem to get any added information; however, when compared to the same
graphs for the same building with damping, we can begin to see their usefulness. This
concept will be discussed further with the results from the other models with damping.
Next we consider the drift or relative displacements of the columns and try to
assess the amount of damage that the building sustains. By looking at the plots of the
drift with respect to time, we can determine whether the columns tolerated the earthquake
or experience some degree of damage. As mentioned in the Model Description section,
we chose some arbitrary threshold values for the drift of the columns. When we compare
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the actual drifts of the columns against these critical values we can draw some
conclusions about the condition of the column after the earthquake.
In this first example, we see from the relative drift plots in Figures 11-13 that the
columns of the first and third floor experience major damage while the columns of the
second floor only have minor damage. The columns of the third floor also come very
•

close to the failure threshold but never actually cross over it. This does not mean,
however, that these columns do not fail because at one point, just before the ground
motion stops, the drift in the column appears to reach the failure threshold without
actually exceeding it.

Damped Response
In the second model, we include a damping term while keeping everything else
the same in order to analyze the effect damping has on the building’s response to the
ground motion. In the first few moments of the motion, the response is similar to the
motion from the undamped model. However, at about the time when the second

B

complete oscillation of the ground motion ends, the floor displacements begin to differ
from those of the undamped model. The displacements of the individual floors seem to
follow each other more closely than they did in the undamped model, that is, they never
go in radical opposite directions. Then after the ground motion stops, the floors align,
and then the building continues to teeter back and forth eventually coming to rest in their
original positions. This type of response is due to the fact that we introduced damping.
After the earthquake stops, there is no input of energy into the system, and the damping
gradually removes energy until the building comes to rest as is illustrated in figure 14.
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If we look at the position, velocity, and acceleration graphs, we can compare these
to those for the undamped response. As mentioned above, at first we did not notice
anything significant about these graphs when we were looking at the undamped response.
However, now we can see that in the undamped model (Figures 15-17), the values range
from about 1 to -1 in all three graphs whereas in the damped model, the values ranged
•

from 0.5 to -0.5. This is an interesting phenomenon in that it points out the effects
damping has on the amount of energy that is transferred from the ground motion to the
floors. From the very beginning of the motion, there is energy lost throughout the
system, resulting in vibrations of small amplitudes.
When the drift of the columns is observed for the damped model (Figures 18-20),
we immediately notice that the magnitudes of these stretches are significantly lower than
those observed in the undamped building. In fact, none of the stretches exceeded even
the minimal damage threshold value. Therefore, this particular building would have
experienced little or no damage, while the undamped building that was subjected to the
same ground motion exhibited major damage.

High Frequency Response
For our third model, we left all parameters the same as in the damped model with
the exception of the ground motion. We changed the frequency of the ground motion to
be four times faster than that in the previous two models. When this was implemented it
gave some interesting results. The motion of the building was essentially zero with
relatively small displacements (see Figure 21). While the ground moved with great
intensity, the first floor and all the floors above remained relatively still with only a slight
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wobble present in each. This motion is significantly different than that observed in the
first two models. In the first two models, all the parameters are essentially 1 and the
angular frequency of the ground motion is 1 radian per second, so the ground motion for
the first two models is essentially equal to that of the building’s natural frequency. When
the ground motion is equal to or even close to the natural frequency of the building, the
•

building resonates resulting in the large displacements that we observed. However, when
we change the frequency of the ground motion to be four times that in the previous two
models, it is no longer close to the building’s natural frequency. The building does not
resonate and, therefore, there is little movement of any of the floors above the ground
floor. When we look at the position, velocity, and acceleration function in this model, the
values are about ten times lower that that of the damped building in the second model and
twenty times lower than that of the undamped building of the first model.
When we look at the drift in the columns (Figures 25-27), the columns of interest
are those that connect the first floor to the ground. These are the only columns that
experience any significant drift. While the earthquake is active, the drift in these first
floor columns is slightly above the minor damage threshold. However, as soon as the
ground motion stops, the stretch in the columns is essentially zero. This is due to the fact
that while the ground moves with great intensity, the first floor above the ground motion
remains relatively stationary. Between the remaining floors, the columns never
experience any significant drift because all the floors remain relatively stationary.
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Summary
I think that the three models in this paper give an accurate portrayal of the
advantages of this type of modeling. With the help of Mathematica I was able to
generate a good visualization of the response of a multi-story building structure to
seismic ground motion. This ability is relatively new to the field of engineering, as

t

computer technology has advanced.
Another important aspect of this type of modeling is in the fact that it has a
general applicability that enables engineers to easily change the parameters. The
engineers can test numerous different designs in a short amount of time, which makes
this type of modeling very cost-effective.
With the ability to generate models like these quickly and cheaply, engineers can
test any number of building parameters and obtain approximations of the building’s
response, almost instantaneously. In the event that the parameters the engineers use
result in a failure or major damage to the building, they can quickly be rejected without
the cost of actual physical testing. Once the engineers have decided upon a set of
parameters that give good results, they can then move on to the next form of testing with

£

the confidence that the design will perform in an acceptable manner.
This type of modeling leads to performance-based engineering that utilizes
multiple levels of design criteria to achieve a more predictable structural response to
seismic effects. This performance-based engineering enables a greater structural
reliability for a wider spectrum of seismic activity and structural design, leading to the
protection of human lives and safety, and of the economic value of the building and its
contents. It also provides a low-risk testing method for comparing seismic hazards and
evaluating design decisions.
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1

Model l.nb

<< Calculus'DiracDelta';
<< Graphics'Legend';
Clear [x, xv, n, g] ;

n = 3;
m=Table[1, {i, 1, n}];
k = Table [1, {i, 1, n}];
c = Table[0, {i, 1, n}] ;
xv[t_] = Table[x± [t], {i, 1, n}];
rules = {DiracDelta[q_ - t] -> 0} ;

Clear[eqns, g] ;
g[t_] = .5 * Sin[t] *UhitStep[18.85 - t,

ZeroValue -> 1] ;

eqns = Table[m[ [i] ] *D[xi [t], {t, 2}] (k[[i + l]] * (xi+1[t] -Xi[t]) - k[[i]] * (x±[t] -Xi.Ht])) c[[i + 1]] * (xi+1 ■ [t] - Xi ■ [t]) + c [ [i] ] * (Xi 1 [t] - xi_i1 [t] ) = 0,
{i, 2, n-1}];

eqns = Append [eqns, m[ [n] ] *D[Xn[t], {t, 2}]*[[n]] * (-^[t] +xn.1[t]) -c[[n]] * (-Xn1 [t] +xn.1’ [t]) = 0];

eqns = Prepend[eqns,
m[ [1] ] *o[x2[t], {t, 2}] - k[ [2] ] * (x2[t] -xUt]) +k[[l]] * (xx[t] - g[t]) c[[2]] * (x2 1 [t] -xx' [t]) + c[[l]] * (xi' [t] -D[g[t], t] /. rules) = 0] ;

icx = Table [xi [0] = 0, {i, 1, n}];
icv = Table [Xi ' [0] = 0, {i, 1, n}] ;
eqns = Flatten[Append[eqns, icx]] ;
eqns = Flatten[Append[eqns, icv]];
soln=Flatten[NDSolve[eqns, xv[t], {t, 0, 250), MaxSteps-> 3000] ]
Plot[
soln [[3, 2]], {t, 0, 4*Pi}, Axes Label -> {"t", "s"}, PlotLabel-> "floor" n]

{xi[t] ->InterpolatingFunction[{{0. , 250. }}, <>] [t] ,
x2[t] -»InterpolatingFunction[ { {0 . , 250.}}, <>] [t] ,
x3[t] -»InterpolatingFunction[{{0 . , 250.}}, <>] [t] }

2

Model l.nb

df = soln[[3, 2]];
dlf = dt (df) ;
dave = St (dlf);
Plot[df, {t, 0, 100}, PlotRange-> All, AxesLabel-> {"t", "x3"},
PlotLabel -> "floor" n, PlotStyle -> RGBColor[l, 0, 0]]
Plot [dlf, {t, 0, 100}, PlotRange-> All, AxesLabel-> {"t", "v"},
PlotLabel -> "floor" n, PlotStyle -> RGBColor[l, 0, 1]]
Plot [dave, {t, 0, 100}, PlotRange -> All, AxesLabel-> {"t", "a"},
PlotLabel-> "floor" n, PlotStyle-> RGBColor[0, 0, 1]]

-1

3

Model l.nb

Clear[xvtemp, xvplot];
xvplot = Prepend[xv[t], g[t]];
deltat = 0.5;
xvplot3d = Table [{xvplot [ [i + 1] ], 12 i}, {i, 0, n}];
xvplot = Flatten[xvplot];
stretch = {};
For[i = 1, i <= n - 1, i++, {
AppendTo[stretch, soln[[i + l, 2]] -soln[[i, 2]]]}];
PrependTo[stretch, Table[soln[[1, 2]] -g[t]]];
AppendTo [stretch, Tabletsoln[ [n, 2]] -soln[[n-l, 2]]]];
For[i = 1, i <= n, i++, {
Plot [ {stretch[ [i] ], .5, .75, 1, -.5, -.75, -1}, {t, 0, 100},
PlotLabel -> "Column" -> i, AxesLabel -> {"t", Relative_Drift} ,
PlotStyle-> {RGBColor[0, 0, 0], R6BColor[0, 1, 0], RGBColor[0, 0, 1],
RGBColor[l, 0, 0], RGBColor[0, 1, 0], RGBColor[0, 0, 1],
RGBColor[l, 0, 0]}]}]

Relative_Drift column -> 1
II---------------------------------

-11------------------------

Relative_Drif t column -> 2
II---------------------------------

-1

4

Model l.nb

Relative_Drift

column -» 3

Do[ListPlot[ (xvplot3d /. soln) /. t-»i* deltat, PlotRange -»
{{-1.5, 1.5}, {0, (12 *n) +1}}, AxesLabel-> {"x",

""}, PlotStyle-*

{PointSize[.05], R6BColor[l, 0, 0]}, Ticks -> {Automatic, None}],
{i, 0, 1}];
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1

Model 2.nb

<< Calculus'DiracDelta';
<< Graphics'Legend';
Clear[x, xv, n, g] ;

n = 3;
m = Table [1, {1, 1, n}];
k=Table[1, {i, 1, n}];
c = Table[

n}] ;

xv[t_] = Table[Xi [t], {i, 1, n}];
rules = {DiracDelta [q_ - t] -> 0};

Clear[eqns, g];
g[t_] = . 5 * Sin [t] * UnitStep [18.85 - t,

ZeroValue ->1];

eqns = Table[m[ [i] ] *D[Xi [t], {t, 2}] (k[[i + l]J * (x1+1[t] -xHt]) -k[[i]] * (x±[t] -Xi.ilt])) c [ [i + 1] ] * (xltl ■ [t] - Xi ■ [t]) + c [ [i] ] * (xi ■ [t] - Xu’[t]) =0,
{i, 2, n-1}];

eqns = Append[eqns, m[[n]] *D[Xn[t], {t, 2}]k[ [n] ] * ( —Xn[t] +Xn.i[t]) -C[[n]] * ( —Xn' [t] +Xn_i 1 [t] ) = 0] I

eqns = Prepend[eqns,
m[ [1] ] *D[xx [t], {t, 2}] - k[ [2] ] * (x2[t] -xx[t]) + k[ [1] ] * (xx[t] -g[t]) c[[2]]*(x2'[t] - Xi' [t]) + c[ [1] ] * (Xi' [t] - D[g[t], t] /. rules) = 0] ;

icx = Table[xt [0] =0, {i, 1, n}] ;
icv = Table [xi' [0] = 0, {i, 1, n} ] ;
eqns = Flatten[Append[eqns, icx]];
eqns = Flatten[Append[eqns, icv]];
soln=Flatten[NDSolve[eqns, xv[t], {t, 0, 250}, HaxSteps-> 3000] ]
Plot[
soln[[3, 2]], {t, 0, 4*Pi}, AxesLabel-> {"t", "s"}, PlotLabel-> "floor" n]

{xi [t] -»InterpolatingFunction[{{0. , 250.}}/ <>] [t] ,
x2[t] ->InterpolatingFunction[{{0. , 250.}}, <>] [t],
x3[t] -»InterpolatingFunction[{{0. , 250.}}, <>] [t] }
s

3 floor

0.4
0.2
t
-0.2
-0.4

2

Model 2.nb

df = soln[[3, 2] ] ;
dlf = dc (df) ;
dave = dt (dlf) ;
Plot[df, (t, 0, 100}, PlotRange-> All, AxesLabel-> {"t", "x3"},
PlotLabel -> "floor" n, PlotStyle -> RGBColor[l, 0, 0]]
Plot[dlf, {t, 0, 100}, PlotRange-> All, AxesLabel-> {"t", "v"},
PlotLabel-> "floor" n, PlotStyle-> RGBColor[l, 0, 1]]
Plot [dave, {t, 0, 100}, PlotRange-> All, AxesLabel -> {"t", "a"},
PlotLabel -> "floor" n, PlotStyle -> RGBColor[0, 0, 1] ]

- Graphics -

3

Model 2.nb

Clear[xvtemp, xvplot] ;
xvplot = Prepend[xv[t], g[t]];
deltat = 0.5;
xvplot3d = Table [{xvplot [ [i + 1] ], 12 1}, {i, 0, n}];
xvplot = Flatten[xvplot];
stretch = {};
For[i = 1, 1 <= n - 1, 1++, {
AppendTo[stretch, soln[[l + l, 2]] -soln[[i, 2]]]}];
PrependTo[stretch, Table[soln[[1, 2]] -g[t]]];
AppendTo [stretch. Table [soln [ [n, 2]] - soln [[n-1, 2]]]];
For[i = 1, i <= n, i++, {
Plot [ {stretch[ [i] ], .5, .75, 1, -.5, -.75, -1}, {t, 0, 100},
PlotLabel -> "Column" -> i, AxesLabel -> {"t", Relative_Drift},
PlotStyle-> {RGBColorfO, 0, 0], RGBColor[0, 1, 0], RGBColor[0, 0, 1],
RGBColorfl, 0, 0], RGBColorfO, 1, 0], RGBColor[0, 0, 1],
RGBColor[l, 0, 0]}]}]

RelativeJDrift column -> 1
II--------------------------------------------------

-0.5
-ll--------------------------------Relative_Drift Column -> 2
11---------------------------------

-1

4

Model 2.nb

Relative_Drif t

Column -> 3

Do[ListPlot[(xvplot3d / . soln) /. t-* i * deltat, PlotRange-*
{{-1.5, 1.5}, {0, (12 *n) +1}}, AxesLabel-> {"x",

PlotStyle-*

{PointSize[.05], RGBColor[l, 0, 0]}, Ticks-> {Automatic, None}],
{i, 0, 1}];

1

Model 3.nb

<< Calculus'DiracDelta' ;
<< Graphics'Legend';
Clear[x, xv, n, g] ;

n = 3;
m = Table[l, {i, 1, n}];
k =Table[1, {i, 1, n}];
c = Table [.3, {i, 1, n} ] ;
xv[t_] = Table [Xi [t] , {i, 1, n}];
rules = {DiracDelta[g_ - t] -> 0} ;

Clear[egns, g] ;
g[t_] = . 5 * Sin [4 * t] * DnitStep [18.85 - t,

ZeroValue -> 1] ;

egns = Table[m[ [i] ] *D[xi [t], {t, 2}] (k[[i + 1]]* (xitl[t] - Xi [t]) - k[ [i] ] * (Xi [t] -Xi.i [t])) c [ [i + 1] ] * (xltl • [t] - xi ■ [t]) + c [ [i] ] * (Xi ■ [t] - Xi.i’[t]) =0,
{i, 2, n- 1}];
egns = Append [egns, m[ [n] ] * D [Xn [t], {t, 2} ] k[[n]] * (-Xn[t] +xn.1[t]) -c[[n]] * (-x„' [t] +xn_i' [t]) = 0];

egns = Prepend[egns,
m[[l]] *D[Xi[t], {t, 2}] -k[[2]] * (x2 [t] -xx[t]) + k[ [1] ] * (xi[t] - g[t]) c [ [2] ] * (x2- [t] -xi' [t]) +c[[l]] * (Xi1 [t] -D[g[t], t] /. rules) = 0] ;

icx = Table [xi [0] = 0, {i, 1, n}] ;
icv = Table [Xi ■ [0] = 0, {i, 1, n}] /
egns = Flatten[Append[egns, icx]];
egns = Flatten[Append[egns, icv]];
soln=Flatten[NDSolve[egns, xv[t], {t, 0, 250}, MaxSteps-» 3000] ]
Plot[
soln[[3, 2]], {t, 0, 4*Pi}, AxesLabel-> {"t", "s"}, PlotLabel-> "floor" n]

{xi[t] -»InterpolatingFunction[{ {0 . , 250.}}, <>] [t] ,
x2 [t] -»InterpolatingFunction[{{0 . , 250.}}, <>][t],
x3[t] ->InterpolatingFunction[ { {0 . , 250.}}, <>] [t]}

s

3 floor

0.08
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0.04
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t

-0.02
-0.04

2

Model 3.nb

df = soln[[3, 2]];
dlf = 3t (df) i
dave = dt (dlf);
Plotfdf, {t, 0, 100}, PlotRange -> All, AxesLabel-> {"t", "x3"},
PlotLabel -> "floor" n, PlotStyle -> RGBColor[l, 0, 0] ]
Plot [dlf, {t, 0, 100}, PlotRange-> All, AxesLabel-> {"t", "v"},
PlotLabel -> "floor" n, PlotStyle -> RGBColor[l, 0, 1] ]
Plot [dave, {t, 0, 100}, PlotRange-> All, AxesLabel-> {"t", "a"},
PlotLabel -> "floor" n, PlotStyle -> RGBColor[0, 0, 1] ]

3

Model 3.nb

Clear[xvtemp, xvplot];
xvplot = Prepend[xv[t], g[t]];
deltat = 0.5;
xvplot3d = Table [{xvplot [ [i + 1] ], 12 1}, {i, 0, n}];
xvplot = Flatten[xvplot];
stretch = {};
For [1 = 1, i <= n - 1, i++, {
AppendTo [stretch, soln[[i + l, 2]] -soln[[i, 2]]]}];
PrependTo[stretch. Table[soln[[1, 2]] - g[t] ] ] ;
3

AppendTo [ stretch. Table [soln [ [n, 2]] - soln [[n-1, 2]]]];
For[i = 1, 1 <= n, i++, {
Plot [{stretch [ [1] ], .5, .75, 1, -.5, -.75, -1},
{t, 0, 100}, PlotLabel -> "Column" -> i, PlotRange -> All,
AxesLabel-> {"t", Relative_Drift}, PlotStyle-> {RGBColor[0, 0, 0],
RGBColor[0, 1, 0], RGBColor[0, 0, 1], RGBColorfl, 0, 0],
RGBColor[0, 1, 0], RGBColor[0, 0, 1], RGBColor[l, 0, 0]}]}]

Relative_Drift Column -» 1
II--------------------------------------------------

-1

Relative_Drif t column -» 2
II---------------------------------0.5
Vo
-0.5
-1

80

100t

4

Model 3.nb

Do [ListPlot [ (xvplot3d /. soln) /. t -» i * deltat, PlotRange ->
{{-1.5, 1.5}, {0, (12 *n) +1}}, AxesLabel-> {"x",

""}, PlotStyle-»

{PointSize[.05], R6BColor[l, 0, 0]}, Ticks-> {Automatic, None}],
{i, 0, 1}];
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